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Topic: Optimizatlon of LempehZiv Entropy Rate Estimator for Numerical Tlme series

Time series entropy rate estimation is an important problem which is cruc¡al for many applica-

tions such as time series $imilarity, time ser¡es complexity estimatíon and data compression.

The Lempel-Ziv Estimator is one of thô most used est¡mators since it converges to thê real

entropy rate with probab¡lity 1 if the time series is stationary and ergodic [2].

As described by Thomas and Cover [1] and Kontoyiannis et al. [2] the Lempel-Ziv algorithm is

used when the series is symbolic. The computational complexity CIf the naive implementation

of the Lempel-Ziv algorithm is O(n?), where n is the length of the series. An optimized imple-

mentation of the algorithm for symbolic series has a time complexity of CI(r¿) as mentioned in

Lang et al. [3]. This is because it uses a dictionary based look-up to compute the Lempel-Ziv

coefficients which are necessary for the computation of the entropy rate. Lang et al. [3J also

adapt the optimal Lempel-Ziv algorithm to numericaltime series.

The main goal of this Master thesis is to understand, design and implement a Lempel-Ziv

entropy rate estimâtor based on lhe approach described in Lang et al. [3] for numerical time

series and investigate its run time complex¡ty with respect to the brute-force implementation.

Tasks:

1. L¡terature Review:

. Study relevant literature [1] sections 13.4 and 13.5, [3J to understand the algorithm

and have a background about its computational complexity, implementation and

applications.
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2. lmplement an inlerval based brute force Lempel-Ziv êntropy est¡mator for numeric

tlme serles

. Describe the worst case run time complexity

. Compute Ëntropy rate on realdata using the expression described in [2]

. Analyse how the estimated entropy rate behaves with changing the length of the

series and the number of distinct values that the series takes.

3. lmplement the approach in [3] for entropy rate est¡mat¡on.

. Describe the run time complexity of the implementation

. Experiment it with respect to the behavior of different publicly available datasets.

4. Evaluation: using task 2 as a baseline, assess the run time complexity and the good-

ness of the estimated entropy rates of the implementation of task 3

5. Optlonal:

. lmprove the run time complexity of the approach proposed in [3]

6. Write a concise documenl of your work

. Describe the implemenlations, results, evaluations and findings.

. Present and defend your thesis in a DBTG meeting.
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